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Mr. Chairman, Members of the National Commission on the 

Public Service, 

Although I appreciate your having invited the Chief 

Justice and me to testify today, I am not very happy to be 

here. The presence of the Chief Justice of the United 

States, and my own, suggest that something has gone 

seriously wrong with the judicial compensation system that 

the Constitution‘s Framers foresaw. That system, designed 

to help secure judicial independence, plays a key role in 

helping to ensure fair treatment for all Americans and to 

protect our basic liberties. 

The Framers understood the need for judicial 

independence. Independent judges, as my colleague Justice 

Ginsburg recently put it, do not act on behalf of 

particular persons, parties, or communities. They serve no 

faction or constituency, and they must strive to do what is 

right in each individual case, even if the case in question 

should find the least popular person in America opposed by 

the most powerful government in the world. The Framers 

also understood that steady judicial compensation would 

help to secure that necessary independence. That is why, 
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in the Declaration of Independence, they complained of an 

English king who had —made Judges dependent on his Will 

alone for . . . the Amount and Payment of their Salaries.“ 

And it is why they wrote into the Constitution itself a 

guarantee that judges would receive a compensation that 

could not be —diminished.“ 

The Framers deliberately connected judicial 

compensation and judicial independence. They did so not to 

help the judges but to help the public. But inflation, 

combined with legislative inaction, has seriously 

undermined the compensation that they foresaw. 

It is also difficult to be here because I am not a 

good advocate for my own cause. No one is. In principle, 

it should be up to the Bar, to the Press, to the Academy, 

to those who study Government, to explain to the public why 

the matter of judicial salaries is important to them. The 

public will inevitably discount a judge‘s own explanation 

of the need in light of the obvious self-interest. 

I consequently find it anomalous, and I also find it 

difficult, to ask you and through you the President and 

Congress to act in this matter that affects my own pocket-

book. Yet the Chief Justice and I do so because of the 

seriousness of the present circumstances. 
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The real pay of federal judges has diminished 

substantially in the past three decades. The gulf that 

separates judicial pay from compensation in the nonprofit 

sector, in academia, and in the private sector grows larger 

and larger. And the result, in my view, threatens 

irreparable harm both to the institution and to the public 

that it serves. 

A few facts may help explain why I am not 

overstating. First, the real pay of federal judges has 

declined dramatically in the past several decades.1  Between 

1969 and 1999 real pay for federal trial court and 

appellate court judges has declined by about 25%; during 

the same period of time, the real pay of the average 

American worker increased by 12.4%. Since 1993 when 

Congress last comprehensively revised federal salary 

statutes, real judicial pay has declined by about 10%, 

while real pay in most other professions has increased by 

5% to 15% or more.2 

Second, the salaries of top executives in large non-

profit organizations are now significantly higher than 

those of federal judges.3  As you can see, the average non-

profit CEO‘s salary as of three years ago was about 20% 

higher than that of a Supreme Court Justice and about 35% 

higher than that of a federal district judge. 
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And if this gap seems high, it is nothing compared to 

the chasm that has developed between salaries in legal 

academia and the salaries of judges. Back in 1969, when I 

was at Harvard, top professors were paid $28,000 and the 

Dean was paid $33,000, while district court judges were 

paid $40,000.4  But now we see quite a different picture. 

Based on my informal survey of top law schools, senior law 

professors at those schools make around $250,000, and law 

school deans tend to make around $325,000.5  Had the same 

relationship held, the district court judges would now be 

paid at about a $250,000 annual rate. 

If the difference between judges‘ pay and pay for 

nonprofit executives can be described as a "gap," and if 

the difference between judges‘ pay and compensation in 

legal academia is properly described as a "chasm," then, as 

this chart shows, the difference between what judges make 

and what lawyers make in the private sector can only be 

described as the "Grand Canyon."6  Indeed, by now we are all 

familiar with stories of law clerks who begin practice at 

major firms earning a higher salary (including bonuses) 

than the judges for whom they clerked. 

Finally, for completeness, I have made a few foreign 

comparisons. As you can see, increases in judicial 

compensation in Canada and Great Britain have far exceeded 
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the increases in the cost of living in those countries in 

recent years, while in the United States the opposite is 

true.7  And if we compare the actual judicial salaries of 

those three countries, the United States finishes last.8  We 

cannot hope to continue to have the best judicial system in 

the world–as the public has come to expect–if we do not 

compensate our judicial officers accordingly. 

These figures, taken together, show that real federal 

judicial pay has significantly declined. And they show 

that judicial salaries are far lower than those earned 

elsewhere in the profession. But government service has 

never been highly compensated. And present judicial 

salaries, about $150,000 for a district judge, while 

disproportionately low within the legal profession, are 

nonetheless still higher than the salaries that most 

Americans receive. Why, one might ask, should judges be 

paid yet more? 

I believe that the answer to this question has nothing 

to do with what judges might —deserve“ or —merit.“ In this 

world, I can find no pay scale that measures an 

individual‘s —just desserts.“ Many American workers are 

paid far less than what they, in moral terms, might 

deserve. Rather, the answer to the question must have, and 

does have, everything to do with the nature of the 
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institution and the value of a strong, well functioning, 

truly independent judicial system for all Americans. 

Consider the decline in real judicial pay. To permit 

that kind of pay decrease œ particularly when during the 

same period the pay of the average American has increased 

and when key costs, such as those of higher education, have 

skyrocketed–creates major financial insecurity among 

judges. As the Chief Justice has pointed out, it means 

resignations. It creates perceptibly unfair comparative 

pay scales within the judicial branch itself, as pay 

compression, along with local-cost allowances creates pay 

for some higher officers (judges) in some places that is 

lower than the pay for some lower officials (such as United 

States Attorneys, Federal Public Defenders, Circuit 

Executives, and Court Clerks).9 

I wrote about that threat in the case of Williams v. 

United States. Williams focused on the severe limitations 

on outside earned income that Congress imposed on judges in 

1989 and upon Congress‘s related promise to maintain 

judges‘ real salaries–a promise that soon was broken.10  I 

argued that the Court should consider whether the breaking 

of that promise violated the Constitution‘s Compensation 

Clause. 
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Consider further the present gap between judicial 

salaries and non-profit or teaching salaries. That gap 

also threatens the institution. It diminishes the 

comparative attractiveness of judicial office to well-

qualified lawyers outside the system. It increases the 

tendency towards promotion from within, with a consequent 

risk of bureaucratization. It increases the likelihood 

that those who seek and obtain judicial office will see 

that office as a temporary assignment, leaving it after a 

time for better-paid work in the private sector (as now 

occurs in other branches sometimes with better reason). In 

a word, it threatens all the institutional harms to which 

the Chief Justice has referred, and then some. 

In pointing to these harms, I do not intend to suggest 

that a strong Judicial Branch of Government is any more 

important to the American public than a strong Executive 

Branch and a strong Legislative Branch. To the contrary, 

the roles those in other Branches play are at least as 

crucial as is ours. And the continuous cutting of the real 

salaries paid top officials in the other Branches threatens 

the strength of the institutions within those Branches, 

just as it threatens the judiciary. 

In my own view, based upon my own experience in 

government, salary differences do matter; and continuous 
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cuts in the salaries of those who lead an organization will 

over a period of time sap an institution‘s strength, 

lowering morale, injuring its reputation, diminishing its 

power to attract and to retain well-qualified workers. In 

this way the cuts contribute to diminished institutional 

performance, which in turn promotes public disenchantment, 

a lack of trust in a government less able to get the job 

done well, and a lack of interest in participating in the 

work of that government. (I believe it is relevant that 

only 3% of Harvard Law School‘s graduates now enter public 

service, compared to about 12% when I first started 

teaching there).11 

Harm to the institution is, of course, harm to the 

public whom the institution seeks to serve. That is so 

whether the institution in question is the Forest Service, 

the FBI, the Congress of the United States or the Federal 

Judiciary. It is that harm that concerns me. I have 

spoken of this harm in respect to the judiciary because 

that is the institution I know best. But as we all know, 

if the Forest Service is not paid properly, in the long run 

the wilderness will suffer. If the FBI is not paid 

properly, in the long run that institution will find it 

more difficult effectively to combat crime and terrorism. 

And similarly, without adequate compensation–if judges‘ pay 
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continues to erode–we cannot expect the federal judicial 

system to function independently and effectively, as the 

Constitution‘s Framers intended. 

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to address this 

issue. And I am happy to answer any questions. Thank you. 
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 See Chart One, Appendix A.
See Chart Two, Appendix A.
See Chart Three, Appendix A.
See Chart Four, Appendix A.
See Chart Five, Appendix A.
See Chart Six, Appendix A.
See Chart Seven, Appendix A.
See Chart Seven, Appendix A.
Submission of the Judicial Conference of the United States to the 

National Commission on Public Service, p. 4 (June 14, 2002).
10 Appendix B.
11 Personal Communication from Daniel Coquillette (J. Donald Monan
University Professor, Boston College Law School; Visiting Professor of
Law, Harvard Law School). 
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CHART ONE


Decline in Salaries of Judges Compared to Private Sector Wage Gains, 
Adjusted for Inflation – From 1969 Through 2000 
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CHART TWO


Comparative Gains/Losses in Pay Relative to Inflation 
From 1994 to 2000 
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CHART THREE


Comparison of Salaries of U.S. Federal Court Judges and

Chief Executive Officers of Large Nonprofit Organizations - 1999
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CHART FOUR


Comparison of Salaries of Dean and Senior Professors at 
Harvard Law School with U.S. District Court Judges in 1969 
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CHART FIVE


Comparison of Salaries of Deans and Senior Professors 
of Top Law Schools with U.S. District Court Judges in 2002 
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CHART SIX


Salaries of Judges and Law Partners

Adjusted to 2001 Dollars Using BLS Inflation Calculator
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CHART SEVEN


Increase in Salaries of Chief Judges in Canada, England and the 
United States, Relative to Changes in Cost of Living in Each Country 
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CHART EIGHT


Comparison of Adjusted 2002 Salaries of Chief Judges 
In England, Canada, and the United States 
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CHART ONE ANNEX


Decline in Salaries of Federal Judges Compared to 
Private Sector Wage Gains, Adjusted for Inflation – 

From 1969 Through 2000 
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CHART FOUR ANNEX


Comparison of Salaries of Dean and Senior Professors at 
Harvard Law School with U.S. District Court Judges in 1969 
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CHART FIVE ANNEX


Comparison of Current Salaries of Deans and Senior Professors of 
Top Law Schools with U.S. Federal Court Judges in 2002 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 
SPENCER WILLIAMS, JUDGE, UNITED STATES 

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN 
DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, ET AL. 

v. UNITED STATES 

ON PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED 
STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT 

No. 01–175. Decided March 4, 2002 

The petition for a writ of certiorari is denied. 
JUSTICE BREYER, with whom JUSTICE SCALIA and 

JUSTICE KENNEDY join, dissenting from denial of 
certiorari. 

The Ethics Reform Act of 1989 provides for automatic 
annual adjustments in judicial pay to take account of 
inflation. In each of fiscal years 1995, 1996, 1997, and 
1999, Congress included language in appropriations leg-
islation that prevented the Ethics Act adjustments from 
taking effect for that fiscal year. The petitioners in this 
case, federal judges sitting when the Ethics Act became 
law, claim that the latter legislation violates the Constitu-
tion’s Compensation Clause. In my view the Compensa-
tion Clause question is both difficult and important. I 
would grant certiorari and hear this case. 

I 
On January 1, 1990, the Ethics Reform Act (Ethics Act 

or Act) took effect as law. Pub. L. 101–194, 103 Stat. 
1716. Insofar as that statute applied to federal judges it 
accomplished two important objectives. First, it strictly 
limited the amount of outside income that any judge could 
earn. It forbade the receipt of honoraria, speaking or 
lecture fees, payments for articles, or other income earned 
other than by teaching or writing books. And it imposed a 
dollar limit (now just over $21,000) on the income a judge 
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could earn through classroom teaching. 5 U. S. C. App. 
§§501–502. 

Second, the Act sought to maintain real judicial com-
pensation at a nearly constant level. The Quadrennial 
Commission on Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Sala-
ries had told Congress that a continuous inflation-driven 
reduction in the real level of judicial salaries, at a time 
when most other real salaries in America had remained 
constant or increased, was “threatening to diminish the 
quality of justice in this country . . . .” Report of 1989 
Commission on Executive, Legislative and Judicial Sala-
ries, Fairness for our Public Servants 27 (1988). And the 
Congressional Bipartisan Task Force on Ethics had added 
that “[f]ederal judges are resigning at a higher rate than 
ever before.” 135 Cong. Rec. 30752 (1989). Failure to 
protect against the negative impact of inflation, the task 
force stated, was “the single, most important explanation” 
for the increasing disparity between the salaries of high-
level Government officials and comparable positions in the 
private sector. Id., at 30753. Hence, the Act focused on 
inflation, assuring federal judges (as well as Members of 
Congress and high-level Executive Branch officials) that 
their real salaries, compared to those of the average 
worker, would decline only slightly, if at all. 

The Act provided this assurance as follows: First, it said 
that each year “each [judicial] salary rate . . . shall be 
adjusted by an amount . . . as determined under section 
704(a)(1) . . . .” 28 U. S. C. §461(a)(1) (1994 ed.). Second, 
it provided in §704(a)(1) that the adjustment amount 
would equal the quarterly percentage set forth in the 
Employment Cost Index (a measurement of change in 
private sector salaries published by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics) minus one-half of one percent with a ceiling of 
five percent. Ibid. Third, it said that this adjustment 
“shall” take place whenever there was a similar adjust-
ment in the salary of federal civil servants under “section 
5303 of [Title 5].” 5 U. S. C. §5318. Fourth, it made clear 
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that this latter adjustment would take place annually 
and automatically unless the President determined that 
there was either (1) a “national emergency” or (2) “seri-
ous economic conditions affecting the general welfare.” 
§5303(b)(1). 

The Act mandates adjustments to judicial salaries; the 
adjustments are mechanical and precise; and they are to 
take place automatically, for they are tied to the adjust-
ments provided to General Schedule employees which 
themselves are automatic but for the two possible excep-
tions. These features of the law assured federal judges, as 
I have said, that their real salaries would stay approxi-
mately level unless the real salaries of the average private 
sector worker or those of the typical civil servant declined 
significantly as well. 

The adjustments for which the Ethics Act provided took 
effect as required by the Act in fiscal years 1991, 1992, 
1993, and 1998. In fiscal year 1994 the President applied 
the special circumstance exception, invoking “serious 
economic conditions” (namely, huge budget deficits) as a 
basis for denying General Schedule employees an adjust-
ment and consequently federal judges received no adjust-
ment in their salaries either. In each of fiscal years 1995, 
1996, 1997, and 1999, however, the adjustment in the 
salaries of General Schedule employees took effect. But 
the related adjustment in the salaries of federal judges did 
not take effect. That is because, in each year, Congress 
included in its appropriations legislation language speci-
fying that, other laws to the contrary notwithstanding, the 
salaries of Members of Congress, certain high-level Execu-
tive Branch employees, and federal judges would not be 
adjusted. Pub. L. 103–329, §630(a)(2), 108 Stat. 2424; 
Pub. L. 104–52, §632, 109 Stat. 507; Pub. L. 104–208, 
§637, 110 Stat. 3009–364; Pub. L. 105–277, §621, 112 Stat. 
2681–518. 

In 1997, a group of federal judges, all members of the 
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Federal Judiciary prior to 1989, filed this lawsuit against 
the United States. The judges argued that the first three 
special “blocking laws” diminished their compensation in 
violation of Article III’s command. The District Court 
agreed and granted summary judgment in the judges’ 
favor. The same judges then filed a similar suit based on 
the fourth blocking law, which had now taken effect, and 
the District Court granted them summary judgment on 
this suit as well. The United States appealed, and the 
cases were consolidated. The Court of Appeals reversed in 
a 2-to-1 panel decision. 240 F. 3d 1019 (CA Fed. 2001). 
The judges now seek certiorari. 

II 
The judges argue that the appropriations legislation 

blocking the Ethics Act adjustments violates the literal 
language of the Compensation Clause and runs contrary 
to its basic purposes. In respect to the language, they 
point out that the Clause says that judges “shall, at stated 
Times, receive for their Services, a Compensation, which 
shall not be diminished during their Continuance in Of-
fice.” U. S. Const., Art. III, §1. The Ethics Act, they say, 
sets forth the level of “compensation” that judges “shall . . . 
receive” at a “stated time,” i.e., each year. The subsequent 
appropriations legislation “diminished” that fixed “com-
pensation” by removing the previously legislated adjust-
ment. And it did so during the plaintiff judges’ “continu-
ance in office.” 

Moreover, the judges argue, the blocking statutes repre-
sent precisely the kind of legislation that the Compensa-
tion Clause was designed to prohibit. The Founders wrote 
the Compensation Clause in order to help ensure “com-
plete independence of the courts of justice.” The Federal-
ist No. 78, p. 466 (C. Rossiter ed. 1961) (A. Hamilton). As 
Hamilton explicitly stated, “[n]ext to permanency in office, 
nothing can contribute more to the independence of the 
judges than a fixed provision for their support.” Id., No. 
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79, at 472. A “power over a man’s subsistence,” Hamilton 
added, “amounts to a power over his will.” Ibid. (emphasis 
deleted). 

Moreover, when the Founders considered the Constitu-
tion’s specific provisions, they took inflation into account. 
Hamilton, fully aware of then-prevalent inflation, wrote 
that “fluctuations in the value of money and in the state of 
society rendered a fixed rate of compensation in the Con-
stitution inadmissible.” Id., at 473. For that reason, he 
insisted that the Constitution “leave it to the discretion of 
the legislature to vary its provision in conformity to the 
variations in the circumstances.” Ibid. But once the 
legislature has chosen to vary a provision, he added, the 
Compensation Clause “put[s] it out of the power of that 
body to change the condition of the individual for the 
worse.” Ibid. The reason is that a judge must “be sure of 
the ground upon which he stands and . . . never be de-
terred from his duty by the apprehension of being placed 
in a less eligible situation.” Ibid. In a nutshell, the Foun-
ders created a one-way compensation ratchet because they 
believed that permitting the legislature to diminish judi-
cial compensation would allow the legislature to threaten 
judicial independence. 

Three examples will help illustrate how, in the judges’ 
view, the appropriations legislation undermines these 
basic Compensation Clause objectives: 
Example One assumes that Congress has enacted a stat-
ute taking effect on January 1, 2000, specifying that fed-
eral district court salaries for the next five years shall be 
paid according to the following schedule: 

2000 $150,000 
2001 $150,000 
2002 $150,000 
2003 $150,000 
2004 $150,000 
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Example Two assumes that Congress, believing that infla-
tion is likely to occur, has enacted a statute taking effect 
on January 1, 2000, specifying that federal district court 
salaries for the next five years shall be paid according to 
the following schedule: 

2000 $150,000 
2001 $160,000 
2002 $170,000 
2003 $180,000 
2004 $190,000 

Example Three is a simplified version of the present case. 
It assumes a statute that specifies a mechanically deter-
mined adjustment for inflation (yielding a, b, c, and d 
dollars) added on to the fiscal year 2000 salary each year 
according to the following table: 

2000 $150,000 
2001 $150,000 + a 
2002 $150,000 + a + b 
2003 $150,000 + a + b + c 
2004 $150,000 + a + b + c + d 

Example One presents circumstances where Congress 
could not subsequently (say, in 2003) reduce the pay of 
previously sitting federal judges below the amount previ-
ously specified for that year ($150,000). But what about 
Example Two and Example Three? It is difficult to see 
any difference between a later statute, enacted, say, in 
2003, that removes Example Two’s $10,000 increase due 
in 2004, and a similar statute that removes Example 
Three’s increase of mechanically determined amount “d.” 
Those two examples would seem virtually identical from a 
constitutional point of view. 

But does the Compensation Clause distinguish Example 
One from Examples Two and Three? The lower court 
answered this question affirmatively. Its answer assumes 
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that the Constitution forbids only a reduction in the nomi-
nal dollar rate of pay that a judge actually has earned for 
at least some minimal period of time. 

The judges concede that such a reading is possible logi-
cally. But they point out that that reading, in signifi-
cantly restricting the protective scope of the Compensation 
Clause, would mock Hamilton’s claim that the Constitu-
tion (while granting to Congress the power to decide when 
to increase a judge’s nominal pay) “put[s] it out of the 
power” of Congress “to change the condition of the indi-
vidual for the worse.” Ibid.  That is because the three 
examples are virtually identical in terms of the Compen-
sation Clause’s basic purposive focus: a judge’s reasonable 
expectations. A sitting judge has no greater, and no 
lesser, reason to believe he will receive the amounts pro-
vided in Examples Two and Three than the amount pro-
vided in Example One. Assuming in each case that a 
statute already in effect has similarly determined, fixed, 
and mandated the figures listed in the schedule, a judge 
similarly will expect to receive the salary that the statute 
mandates. And any subsequent reduction in the amounts 
contained in any of the three statutes would similarly 
diminish the judge’s compensation below the level that the 
law had previously entitled that judge to expect. Cf. 
United States v. Hatter, 532 U. S. 557, 585 (2001) (SCALIA, 
J., dissenting) (arguing that repeal of judges’ exemption 
from Medicare tax constituted diminishment in compensa-
tion because judges “had an employment expectation of a 
preferential exemption from taxation. . .”); ibid. (“This 
benefit Congress took away, much as a private employer 
might terminate a contractual commitment to pay Medi-
care taxes on behalf of its employees”). Moreover, the 
expected level here is a level that does not increase a 
judge’s real salary; it simply keeps that real salary from 
being reduced. 

The federal appeals court majority did not reject this 
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argument directly on the merits. Rather, it wrote that 
this Court had rejected the argument in United States v. 
Will, 449 U. S. 200 (1980), a unanimous decision, and it 
did not believe it could re-open the issue. 240 F. 3d, at 
1035. In Will the Court considered “when, if ever, . . . the 
Compensation Clause prohibit[s] the Congress from re-
pealing salary increases that otherwise take effect auto-
matically pursuant to a formula previously enacted.” 449 
U. S., at 221. The Court held that Congress could block a 
“cost-of-living” increase due judges (under pre-existing 
law) because the blocking legislation took effect in the 
fiscal year prior to the year in which the increase would 
become payable. And the Court wrote that “a salary in-
crease ‘vests’ . . . only when it takes effect as part of the 
compensation due and payable to Article III judges.” Id., 
at 229. This language and holding, in the Court of Ap-
peals’ view, distinguishes Example One from Examples 
Two and Three, offering protection in Example One, but 
not in either of the latter two examples. 

The judges, however, offer a strong argument distin-
guishing Will in terms of the Compensation Clause’s basic, 
expectations-related purpose. Will involved a set of inter-
locking statutes which, in respect to future cost-of-living 
adjustments, were neither definite nor precise. The stat-
ute providing for judicial cost-of-living adjustments, like 
the statute now before us, tied those adjustments to ad-
justments provided others in the civil service. But the 
civil service statute, unlike the comparable statute here 
before us, was imprecise as to amount and uncertain as to 
effect. The Will statutes required the President to appoint 
an adjustment agent. The agent was to compare salaries 
in the civil service with those in the private sector and 
then recommend an adjustment to an Advisory Commit-
tee. Subsequently the Committee would make its own 
recommendation to the President, accepting, rejecting, or 
modifying the agent’s recommendation as the Committee 
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thought desirable. The President would have to accept the 
Committee’s recommendation—unless he determined that 
national emergency or special economic conditions war-
ranted its rejection. But that recommendation would not 
take effect as law if either House of Congress rejected it. 
See id., at 203–204. 

Put in terms of the Compensation Clause’s basic pur-
pose, the judges argue that the Will statutes created a 
series of hurdles that prevented those statutes from cre-
ating a firm judicial expectation that the statutes’ poten-
tial beneficiaries, e.g., sitting judges, would in fact receive 
any inflation-compensating adjustment. Neither did the 
statutes provide for calculation of any such adjustment in 
a mechanical way. 

The judges add two further subsidiary distinctions: (1) 
The Ethics Act, unlike the statutes in Will, simultaneously 
eliminated other (outside) income that judges had previ-
ously received, 5 U. S. C. App. §§501–502; and (2) the 
Ethics Act, unlike the statutes in Will, was directly in-
tended to protect judges from “riders to appropriations 
bills to deny them COLAs when other Federal employees 
receive theirs.” 135 Cong. Rec., at 30753. 

The judges recognize that the Ethics Act does not fix 
salaries quite as definitively as hypothetical Example 
Three suggests. That is because the Act’s adjustment will 
not take place if the President determines that there 
exists either a “national emergency” or “serious economic 
conditions affecting the general welfare,” and then reduces 
or eliminates General Schedule salary adjustments ac-
cordingly. But these circumstances, they argue, are de-
fined precisely enough and are uncommon enough not to 
affect expectations significantly. In any event, that, ac-
cording to the judges, is the question that this Court must 
decide—whether the 1989 statute is sufficiently precise 
and definite to have created an “expectation” that the 
Compensation Clause protects. Cf. Boehner v. Anderson, 
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30 F. 3d 156 (CADC 1994) (finding equivalent of such 
“vesting” for purposes of the Twenty-seventh Amendment 
in Ethics Act’s adjustment provision as it applied to Mem-
bers of Congress). 

In my view, the Court in Will did not focus on this ques-
tion. To read that opinion as the lower court read it would 
render ineffectual any congressional effort to protect 
judges’ real compensation, even from the most malignant 
hyperinflation, Hamilton’s views to the contrary notwith-
standing. Indeed, that reading would permit legislative 
repeal of even the most precise and definite salary stat-
ute—any time before the operative fiscal year in which the 
new nominal salary rate is to be paid. I very much doubt 
that the Court in Will intended these consequences. 

The Government alternatively claims that §140 of a 
fiscal year 1982 appropriations bill, Pub. L. 97–92, 95 
Stat. 1200, provides a separate basis for rejecting the 
judges’ claim. I do not see how that is so. Section 140 
provides in relevant part: 

“Notwithstanding any other provision of law . . . 
none of the funds appropriated by this joint resolution 
or by any other Act shall be obligated or expended to 
increase, after the date of enactment of this joint 
resolution, any salary of any Federal judge or Justice 
of the Supreme Court, except as may be specifically 
authorized by Act of Congress hereafter enacted.” 

This provision refers specifically to federal judges, and it 
imposes a special legislative burden upon their salaries 
alone. The singling out of judges must throw the constitu-
tionality of the provision into doubt. Hatter, 532 U. S., at 
564 (striking down as unconstitutionally discriminatory 
the imposition of a Social Security payroll tax upon a 
small group of federal employees consisting “almost exclu-
sively of federal judges”). Regardless, the Government 
fails to explain how, in light of the fact that the Ethics Act 
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“specifically authorized” (indeed mandated) future ad-
justments in judicial pay, the language of §140 (enacted in 
1981) could make a legal difference. The Government 
adds that Congress reenacted this 1982 provision in 2001. 
But it does not explain how that reenactment could affect 
the years here at issue. 

For these reasons, I believe the judges have raised an 
important constitutional question, the answer to which at 
present is uncertain. 

III 
I recognize that not every petition raising a difficult 

constitutional question warrants review in this Court. 
And there are prudential considerations that some might 
believe warrant denying certiorari here. For one thing, we 
face the serious embarrassment of deciding a matter that 
would directly affect our own pocketbooks; and, in doing 
so, we may risk the public’s high opinion of the Court 
insofar as that opinion rests upon a belief that its judges 
are not self-interested. But the law requires judges to 
decide cases in which they have a self-interest where, as 
here, “ ‘no provision is made for calling another in, or 
where no one else can take his place.’ ” Will, 449 U. S., at 
214 (quoting Philadelphia v. Fox, 64 Pa. 169, 185 
(1870)). Nor should judges, who are called upon to pro-
tect the least popular cause and the least popular person 
where the Constitution demands it, be moved by potential 
personal embarrassment. Whenever a court considers a 
matter where public sentiment is strong, it risks public 
alienation. But the American public has understood the 
need and the importance of judges deciding important 
constitutional issues without regard to considerations of 
popularity. 

One might also argue that the matter is not important 
enough to consider now, because over time Congress will 
deal with the decline in judicial compensation, making 
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good on the 1989 Act’s inflation-adjustment promise—that 
real judicial salaries will not fall significantly unless those 
of the typical American worker or the typical civil servant 
decline significantly as well. The implementation of the 
Ethics Act, however, does not support this view. Since 
1989 Congress has refused to follow the Act’s mandate 
about half the time. The real salaries of district court 
judges have declined about 25 percent in the past several 
decades. The American Bar Association, the Federal Bar 
Association, and the American College of Trial Lawyers, in 
support of the petitioner judges, tell us that, while real 
judicial compensation fell below that of typical mid-level 
(and a few first-year) law firm associates, many law school 
teachers and administrators, the real compensation 
earned by the average private sector worker has in-
creased, as has that in nearly all employment categories 
outside high levels of Government. See Appendix, infra. 
See also Fisk, What Lawyers Earn, National Law Journal, 
Oct. 2, 2000, p. A31; 2001 Society of American Law Teach-
ers Equalizer, Issue 1, p. 2 (Apr. 2001). The consequence, 
in the professional organizations’ view, is that compensa-
tion-related judicial resignations have reached an all time 
high, a particularly serious matter given rapidly rising 
caseloads. Cf. The Federalist No. 78, at 471–472 (stressing 
importance of professional experience). 

The Compensation Clause, of course, is not concerned 
with the absolute level of judicial compensation. Judges 
are paid significantly more than most Americans and no 
less than Members of Congress and many other high-level 
Government workers. It is up to Congress to decide what 
that level of pay ought to be. But this case is not about 
what judges’ labor should be worth. It is about a congres-
sional decision in 1989 to protect federal judges against 
undue diminishment in real pay by providing cost-of-living 
adjustments to guarantee that their salaries would not fall 
too far behind inflation. Cf. REHNQUIST, C. J., 2001 Year-
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End Report on the Federal Judiciary 2 (Jan. 1, 2002) (“But 
a COLA only keeps judges from falling further behind the 
median income of the profession”). This congressional 
decision was tempered only with the caveat that judges 
would not be protected against salary diminishment if 
such protection would give judges a benefit that the aver-
age American worker and the average federal employee 
had been denied. The Compensation Clause assures 
judges that, once Congress has made such a decision, a 
later Congress cannot overturn it. This is not a novel 
concept; it has been engrained since the Founders drafted 
the Clause to protect against the risk that Congress would 
attempt to change the conditions of judges “for the worse.” 
The Federalist No. 79, at 473 (A. Hamilton). 

Congress, of course, has treated judges no worse than it 
has treated itself. It has cut its own real salaries just as it 
has cut those of the judges. And its doing so may well 
work similar harm upon all Federal Government institu-
tions. The Compensation Clause, however, protects judi-
cial compensation, not because of the comparative impor-
tance of the Judiciary, but because of the special nature of 
the judicial enterprise. That enterprise, Chief Justice 
Marshall explained, may call upon a judge to decide “be-
tween the Government and the man whom that Govern-
ment is prosecuting; between the most powerful individual 
in the community and the poorest and most unpopular.” 
Proceedings and Debates of the Virginia State Convention 
of 1829–1830, p. 616 (1830). Independence of conscience, 
freedom from subservience to other Government authori-
ties, is necessary to the enterprise. The Compensation 
Clause helps to secure that judicial independence. When a 
case presents a serious Compensation Clause question, as 
this case does, we should hear and decide it. 

IV 
To summarize: this case focuses upon monetary infla-
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tion—a phenomenon familiar to the nation’s founders, but 
absent during much of the Nineteenth Century. By re-
ducing the purchasing power of salaries specified in fixed 
dollar amounts, inflation leaves it to Congress to deter-
mine whether a judge’s standard of living will be reduced 
or maintained. The judges concede that the Compensation 
Clause itself does not require periodic re-adjustment of 
judicial salaries in order to maintain their real value. The 
question in the present case is whether that Clause offers 
protection when Congress chooses to promise a stable 
purchasing power. 

Here, Congress, not the Constitution, wrote the guaran-
tee at issue. It enacted a statute promising that real 
federal judicial salaries will be essentially maintained, but 
only if and insofar as both (1) the average worker and (2) 
the average civil servant also have seen their own real 
salaries maintained. The constitutional question is 
whether the Compensation Clause permits a later Con-
gress to renege on that commitment. The court below 
held, in effect, that there is no way in which Congress can 
assure prospective judges that the purchasing power of 
their promised salary will be maintained: any commitment 
by one Congress (even one accompanied by a reduction in 
judges’ permissible outside income) can be repudiated by a 
later Congress, no matter how serious the inflation-
produced erosion of real compensation. For the reasons 
set forth, I believe that holding may well be wrong. And 
because I believe the question an important one, I would 
grant the writ of certiorari. 
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